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Prisoners, Plead Your Case!
New CAA Course Drama Guild Progresses Royally; College Nite
Crowd
Offered At Night Nightly Rehearsals AsDateNears Holds
Cold
At
San
it's
Awful
Quentin
For 8th Year
Quota Again Set

At 30 For Class Bowling Party Set
Father
S.
has
nounced that
in Civil For College Forum
Aeronautics will be offered this
McGoldrick, J.,
a new course

an-

Friday Nite Will See Justice Done;
Sid Woody And Deputies To Perform

Interesting Evening Due
All First Nighters
Honor Roll Given;

All those who have voiced criticism of the Gavel Club, accusing it of false and insincere exaggerations as to the greatA large, enthusiastic and appre- ness of its Mixer to be held at the Knights of Columbus Hall,
ciative audience greeted the Seat- and the good time which will be had by all, are hereby sumtle College Glee Club as it opened
the program at the annual College moned to appear at the Gavel Club Night Court which will
Night Program held at the Provi- be in session at the afore-mentioned place on Friday, JanJan. 23 and dence Auditorium on the evening uary 10.
Friday,

Glee Club Performs

With daily rehearsals now the
rule, Seattle College thespians are
industriously working on the winter drama production, "The Royal
Family," a comedy in three acts.
The play will be presented in
Providence Auditorium, Thursday

quarter. This course will be in adlike a big year for the
dition to the one now being offered, It looks
College Forum. "1941 will
Seattle
ground
72-hour
comprise
and will
a
every way than 1940,"'
course to be given here at the be better in
College and a 35- to 45-hour flight says John Diegnan, president. "It
bigger because more mem- and Friday evenings,
course with 18 hours of additional will be
joined the Forum this
bers
have
of
December 20.
flying
ground instruction at the
Students Preside Over Court
week, and it will be better because
The Glee Club sang the college Judges Ted Mitchell and Ruth
field. The hours required for the
Present
Previews
of
Parts
quarter
the
activities
of
this
have
song, "Ye Watchers and Ye Holy Brock will preside over the court,
flight course will be offered at
The story centers around the Ones," and "Land-Sighting" by iIably assisted by Roscoe Balch,
Kurtzer's, Galvin's, or Witters already been planned by our committees and approved by Mr. problems and daily life of he theat- Grieg. William Berridge, presid-|IJack Robinson, Tony Buhr, Bill
flying school.
Weimer. Committee members are rical Cavendish Family, "The ing as master of ceremonies, spoke
Mary
allowed
The quota of students
more active than last quar- Royal Family" of the stage. The and then introduced the Very Rev. Moran, Joe McMurray and
even
Doherty.
Seattle College is thirty, and one ter."
grand old matriarch of the family, Father Corkery, S. J., who told of
Bailiff Sid Woody and his orout of each ten students may be Arrangements are under way for Fanny Cavendish,
is ably por- the growth of Seattle College and chestra will bring the court to orSeattle
This
allows
three
a woman.
'bowling
party of the trayed by Barbara Fallon; Fanny's reported on the progress of the
College Co-eds to take advantage the first
der promptly at 9:30. Their sparkyear. This party will take place son, the unpredictable Tony Cav- new building.
ling accompaniment will insure an
of the couse.
the next two weeks, and endish, is realistically presentedby
"The Musical Bartons," an orig- evening of fun and laughter for
The fee for this course will be within
provide an excellent opportun- Phil Austin.
will
play writtenby Father Reidy, all, and will amply prove that all
inal
Any
student
per
student.
$15.00
Wordy warfareebbed and flowed,
Julie Cavendish, the glamorous S. J., was presented by the Men's claims against the Gavel Club were
fulfilling the following require- ity for new members to become acthe
tides of battle surged thia way
were
in
quainted
with
those
who
assistTrio,
sophisticate of the stage is played Quartet and Women's
ments is eligible for this course.
unwarranted and entirely false. and that, as thirteen high schools
quarter.
Everythe
Forum
last
1. They must be citizens of the one remembers the success of the by Lucy Savage, while her long ed by Rosemary Bischoff arid EvePrizes For Best Dancers
battled their way towards a chamabsent, somewhat dull suitor, is lyn McKee.
United States.
biggest attractions of pionship trophy, and the right to
One
of
the
swimming party is presented by Jack Terhar. BarA
party.
last
McGoldrick,
J.,
dean,
S.
Father
2. They must have reached their
Night Court Mixer is the prize re-enact the final stages of the
to follow.
bara Cordes enp.cts the character read the honor roll for the fall the
nineteenth but not their twenty- scheduled
which will take place shortly fight over Seattle's KOL on Dedance
Following
the
address
of
welCavendish,
by
quarter.
Feb.
of
Gwen
destined
or
before
birthday
on
sixth
intermission. Here is a cember 15, the last Sunday before
after
Knights
moderator
Claude
Nance
were
by
Intercollegiate
come
The
ancestry
stage
by
to the
but
in1, 1941.
for all those "smoothies'1 the end of the quarter. It was the
chance
debate,
taWeimer,
and
the
scheduled
of
four
charge
group
of a
clination to Perry Stewart, por- in
3. They must neither hold nor
to
get
out and show the judges fifth anual Forensic Tournament,
story
portrayed
the
bleaux which
trayed by Guy Trotter.
have a pilot certificate of private members of the Forum discussed
what they can do. And the effort sponsored by the Forum and the
year at
for
the
Rita
Geis
plans
committee
of
the
First
Christmas.
higher.
grade or
The roles of Kitt and Herbert
regular meeting. This Dean,
Virgin and will be worth their while, for the Gavel Club, for Catholic high
4. Applicants who are undergrad- their first
who are still unaware of the represented the Blessed
Tuesday
held
on
in
the other prizes are big first prize, a pro- schools of the Northwest.
meeting
pledges
'part
be
took
fact that their artistic prime is IX
uates still in college must be fully evening, will
background
was gram to the Winter Informal, secJanuary 14. in room 32 long past, are taken by Mary El- roles. Musical
Gonzaga Team Victors
matriculated for a degree at the of the College
ond prize, program to the Tolo.
building.
singing
provided
by
the
Glee
Club
.participating institution and must
len Gallevin and Bill Orland. Al
Another attraction is the Rogues
All day Saturday the College
Plachta presents the character of traditional Christmas carols.
have satisfactorily completed at
the parents Gallery -which will occupy a prom- walls vibrated to the pounding of
the
program,
After
of
accredited
year
one
full
Jack
Robinson
lends
air
of
least
an
the
Peter high-caliber arguments, and many
fantastic as Gunga, the Bast In- and faculty were treated to re- inent spot on the dance floor.
college work, acceptable to the
so gen- a stout debater fell a victim to the
home.
artist
who
has
Jepsori',
in
the
nurses'
the
freshments
gponsoring institution.
dian protege of Tony Cavendish.
erously supplied the publicity com- sniping of points of order and of
5. Those who are no longer enTom Anderson, as McDermott, has
with the colorful posters information, until at evening the
mittee
satiscollege
must
have
enjoyable
keeping
rolled in
the
task of
Julie
displayed
about the school, will Gonzaga High team pressed home
two
completed
at least
factorily
pledges to the Phi Sigma Cavendish in trim with daily sparapplications and these the last attack, ad emerged vicNew
"mug"
any
college
ring lessons.
full years of accredited
be chosen this quarter
cartoons will be placed on exhibi- torious over Aquinas Academy of
work, acceptable to the participat- Chi -will
from among those students who B. J. Dunham portrays the strict
tion in the Rogues Gallery.
Tacoma.
ing institution.
scholastic requirements governess of the latest addition to
meet
the
physical
Bail is thirty-five cents.
The topic was resolved: that the
6. They must meet the
"Royal
Family,"
Aubrey
the
Cavfor membership.
power
of the federal government
requirement* for STUDENT PICompleting the
The program of accepting new endish Stewart. Jo,
should be increased. Bob Bradley
LOT CERTIFICATES OF COM- trif-mhprs;
are
Delia
and
faithful
sernear
cast
Lakes
With
Greenwater
pvprv
quarter will h,e dis-1
and Willip.m O'Deaconstituted the
MERCIAL CPT GRABE as deter- continued beginning
with the Fall I vants 6f the hectic hifusetlold~are "Xaches 'Pass as ttie terminal or
Gonzaga team, an 3Lois Jacques
mined by a designated Civil Aeroby
Mary
competently
handled
AlHiyu
Cole
their vacation hike, the
Quarter of next year. However the
Dorothy Rudolph the Aquinas
and
nautics medical examiner.
Hiking Club left last December 20,
Sigma Chi will continue to ice Geyer and Roscoe Balch.
team.
1. If they are under 21 years Phi
day.
strenuous
After
production,
The
as
evident
from
bound
for
a
members during the
of age, they must have written select new Spring
Bob Bradley took the trophy for
quarter of this the enthusiastic rehearsals, prom- a 74-mile drive and an easy 2 1-2
their parent or legal Winter and
consent
from
oratory with a speech on Amerihike, the worthy hikers arto
and
entertaining
highly
will
be
ises
be
mile
;
Thereafter
members
year.
guard an to take the training.
worthy of all students' attendance. rived at the fir3t lp.ke. They
a year.
At last, after much patient canism; the runner-up being Miss
8. They must never have been received but once
promptly disposed of the hot dogs waiting, the students of Seattle Jean Sweeney, of Holy Names, Sedisqualified from participation in The officers of this men's honand buns, coffee and doughnuts, College are being offered a class attle. Father Corkery presented
the Civilian Pilot Training Pro- orary are:
oranges ad the chocolate bars.
in Spanish. This class is taught by both trophies.
Ray Mongrain, president; Dick
gram by Advisory Board Action.
Hiyu Cole Father Monleon, and meets at
o'clock
the
About
3
Volpe Presides* at Luncheon
Candidates for this course should Ross, vice-president; Bill Young,
members started back down the 11:00 each day.
make immediate application to J. secretary-treasurer,and Bill Kelly,
necessity
of
reDelayed
by
being
offerDuring the day a truce was
trail.
Another new course
B. McGoldrick, S. J., Coordinator. Business Agent.
pairs to the truck, they arrived ed this quarter is the History of called, and combatants of bo th
back at the college at 7:30 p. m. the American Constitution, with parties met in amity at the Italian
Mr. Frank Eagan, LLD., as in- Village, on Fifth Avenue, to parIn this present day and take of a hearty lunch, with strifestructor.
The circulation drive for the 1941
age, it is essential that every cit- sharpened appetities. Mr. Volpe
Aegis will officially be opened
izen know the history and purpose presided, and introduced the speakduring Friday's student body meetof the Constitution, and it is for ers who, in deference to the
ing, at which time the method of
this reason that this class has amount of wordage to which the
this year's campaign will be outbeen added to the curriculum. His- audience had already been submitBaltimore,
in
very
in
various
churches
is
circulation
College
Deignan
Seattle
has been
lined. John
tory of the American Constitution ted and were further to be exposed
fortunate in securing the services Philadelphia and Scranton, Penn- manager, ad he will be assisted
will be offered every quarter here- during the afternoon, made their
By
of Rev. Peter Monleon as Spanish sylvaia, in the capacity of an as- by Betty Germer, Mary Doherty,
after,
and it is hoped that more speeches short. All were imprssed
teacher. Following is the report sistant, an Irish and Italian parish- Madeline Pacquin, Mary Ann
and more students will be enrolled. by the friendly spirit uniting S. C.
BETTIE
among
his
KUMHERA
working
Mary
He
is
now
White,
Mary
Agnes
Sullivan,
of an interview with Father Mon- es.
Fr. Carmody, S. J., has taken students and visitors, and by the
people in Seattle, and is attached Ellen Machtshein, Tony Buhr, and
leon obtained yesterday:
over
the Milton class for this quar- enthusiasm displayed by the deRev.Peter 0. Monleon was grad- to the Maryknoll Mission.
Bill Harman.
ter. Fr. McGoldrick, S. J., is teach- baters. Itwas the general impresa
belated
New
Year's
First
Hispanic
Stresses
Culture
College
from
the
Jesuit
of
uated
A short, concentrated circulation
ing Psychiatry and Education and
that the tournament was
In coming to teach Spanish at drive is planned for this year. The greeting. May you readily recuper- has handed over his Psychology sion
Manila in 1911 and was sent to
of the tradition that is be-i
worthy
them.
many
ate.
And.
of
College,
Father Monleon drive will begin Friday, continuthe United States by his Bishop Seattle
ing formed in, this annual event.
The first bright light of the so- classes to Fr. Keenan, S. J.
to take his philosophy and theolo- feels that he is contributing to the ing till the 31st of January. On
On Saturday night the Gonzaga
gy course at St. John's Seminary cause of Spanish culture among the latter day the drive will final- cial calendar will take place tonight court
and Aquinas teams were the guests
in Boston. After the termination Filipino and American students ly close, because at this time it morrow. The Gavel clubprosecutorsof honor at a party at Lillian Zucof his studies in that institution, who should not forget that the will be necessary to give the def- will be in session and
co's home. Mr. Peter Jepson enhe returned to the Philippines Americas were discoveredand nur- inite number of covers to the print- in-charge, Ruth Brock and Ted
a
summons
tertained the company with his
Mitchell,
hereby
issue
by
Spain
langin
the
tured
and
whose
where he was ordained
ing company.
clever cartoons of various memCathedral of Lipa, Batangas, by uage and sphere of influence dom- As in the past, all students will to each and all to appear at the
bers of the company, dr-shed off at
Right Rev. Bishop Verzosa in inated the two continents from the be charged $2 for their Aegis. One K. C. Court at 9:30 p.m.
lightning speed, and portrayingthe
in
fact
charge
slight
The
is
Gate
to
the
Straits
of
MaGolden
1917.
dollar is to be paid now to a mem- it is almost negligible
fact,
Pacific,
in
victims with rather more justice
gella
in
the
and
from
FloOrganizes Schools
|
ber of the circulation staff while
As a young priest, he became :rida to the Andes in the Atlantic the other dollar will be paid at the sez Joe McMurrp.y (who must have Next Monday at 7:30 o'clock the tha charity.
something to do with it) "you Silver Scroll will start their activiMr. Volpe had general charge of
Secretary to the Apostolic Dele- ■Spanish is today spoken by over
fme that the Aegis is received. can't get off any cheaper in any ties for the winter quarter with a the tourney. Mary Doherty and
gate, Archbishop Joseph Petrelli, 150 million people, and the large Definite
plans
publifor
the
are
San
court in the land!" The bail is meeting at the home of Frances Tony Buhr had charge of arrangethen' of Mp.nila, and later Nuncio icities of New York, Chicago,
cation of the Aegis during the first 35 cents but
is slightly novel inas- McGuire, 620 20th North.
ments for the debating, invitations,
to Lima, Peru. He helped organ- Francisco, and Los Angeles are week of May.
much as it will not let you out. Dr. Werby will give a very im- lunch, etc. Joseph MacMurray orize the parochial schools of his thickly populated by Spanish or
printing
of Ah, no.
The contract for the
It will let you in!
portant talk. Plans will be dis- ganized the radiobroadcast on Sundiocese and sought to have them South American people, including
The only charges which will con- cussed for the faculty tea to be day morning.
recognized by the Philippine gov- Ithe immigrants from Porto Rico, the year book was given, during
Cuba, Mexico, and Central Ameri- the Christmas vacation, to the Far- demn you,' will be (1) failure to given in the near future. Dues,
ernment.
city's appear. (2) Resisting a good time, will be collected.
In 1923, he returned to the Uni- <ca. Aside from the cultural value west Printing Co., one of this
printing
better
establishmets.
graduate
Spanish
language,
of
the
it
now
and (3) Alienation of syncopation. The Sadie Hawkins dance which of it is Dr. Werby, prexy of the
i
ted States and took
was given last quarter was a very Biology department.
courses in Canon Law, Theology, ranks as the equal of French in The composing of the annual is 'We plead not guilty, sohelpus!
The club has quite a few activiEducation and Philosophy at the Ithe business courses. The Uni- already proceeding favorably, and Judge "Xyz" (who will be all profitable affair.
For those new students who ties during the year, such as a
Catholic University of Washing- versity of Washington counts over several members of the staff have over the place suspending sentencton, D. C, where he obtained de- isix hundred students of Spanish in been conscientiously drawing up es) sez not to forget, that under don't know about this club, it is a dance and occasional teas for the
(Continued on Page 4)
women's honorary club. The head faculty.
grees in those subjects. He labored iits erollmet for the 1940-41 term. the material for the Aegis.

Debaters Fall To

Mighty Gonzaga;
Trophy Tumbles

—

New Pledges Chosen
For Pre-Med Society

Vacationers Hike
To Naches Pass

Teaching Changes

Listed For Winter

New Spanish Prof.Gives
Inkling Of Extensive Studies

Committee Named
For Aegis Drive

CANDID

OMMENT

'"

...

......

Home Meeting To
Hear Dr. Werby; '
Scrolls Will Meet

..

'
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OFFICIAL LIST OF FALL QUARTER HONOR STUDENTS
John Acheson
Sr. Constance Clare
Roscoe Balch
Dick Bammert
Beverly Bell
Dorothy Bennie
Rosemary Bischoff
Ruth Brand
Margaret Evelyn Carroll

Adeline Chamberland
Irene Charron
Stanley Conroy
Mary Cramer
Abner De Felice
Lenore Devoe
Lorraine Eisen
Sr. M. Fideles
Agnes Gallagher

Katherine Heg
Mary Hogan
Alex Kerr
Donald Kirby
Patricia K'ng
Charles Kruse
Earl La Riviere
Barbara Love
Jane Marx

Catherine Mayer
Ted Mitchell
William Moeller
Ray Mongrain
Pat Murphy
Larry McDonnell
Robert Parent
Frank Pavletich
Alfred Plachta

John Ranen
John Read
Charles Reed
John Robinson
Francis Rohr
Jean Ross
Mary Anne Schneider
Sr. Mary Rose
Bill Stapleton

Suzanne Startup
Elizabeth Sullivan
Ethel Sumner
Gene Voiland
Eugene Wahl
Warren West
Mary W'lliams
Janet Wilson
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ascap swingsters show dismay

but radio feud still holds sway
There is absolutely no need to go into a lengthy explanation of the
"Martin-Coy" feud between ASCAP and BMI for the benefit of you
jive-cats, sweet-swingers or what have you, because you already know.
3b let that be dispensed with and go into the "kettle-business" more
commonly known as "panning."
Have you been listening to your radio lately? See the corn sprouting
around the dial? Look again and see for sure because it's there!
ASCAP and BMI have done things for radio that nothing else could
do namely, bringing the hay-seeds right into the house.
Have you tuned in on an all-request program lately? Well, if you
haven't, try it and be blasted out of the room by the lusty howl of
Beatrice Kay or some such. It is a fine state when radio stations beg
and beseech listeners for requests and then are forced to reciprocate
with some number that sound liks it has been "drug" up from the
Bowery.
It is not their fault little fellows must follow big fellows these
small stations that have to fill in their time beween pd. adv.'s with
Cowboy Joe and his Yodeling Yokels. It is not hurting the net-work
stations; they are rich the sponsors are rich they can afford to pay
for the use of some song if it were absolutely necessary. But again
glance at the small-timestation that is forced to grow this corn. They
stay on the air through profits from these commercials no good en-

From1933 to December 1939 Edmund Taylor was head of the Paris
bureau of the Chicago Tribune.
During that time he covered the
By Bill Kelly
principal international conferences,
Germany,
the Hitler revolution in
—
The time-torn problem of Capithe Austrian —anschluss, the Spanvs. Labor seemed near a fruittal
ish civil war he was condemned
past few years under
to death by Franco and the pres- ful end these administration. Opthe
Roosevelt
ent war. Both Mr. Taylor and his
predicted a coalition
wife, a member of a famous Gen- timists even
AFL
and
the CIO. But new
of
the
eva family, kept diaries during the
of the question at ismodification
steadily
mounting
months of
tenappeared with changing
sion before and after the invasion sue have
—
that were not exworld
conditions
of moland.In these diaries they set pected
time ago. Today
a
short
down from day to day the inci- we must analyze the position of
dents and states of mind that will Capital
—
and Labor as viewed untell more of the future than newsaspect of the preparation
der
the
paper headlines.
for the defense
* America.
* of
«
Psychology can be a deadlier
—
weapon than cannon. To confuse
Mrs. Roosevelt was one of the
—
—
—
by
propaganda,
by
to divide
cor- first to light the fuse of the bomb- tertainment no listeners no sale no commercials.
■■nlUKTID POII NATIONAL »DV«RTI.IM3 «V
ruption, to paralyze by intimidawhich was bound to explode People are going to quit listening to that stuff— they feel that it
Service,
Advertising
Inc.
National
tion, and then to destroy by blitz- shell Coast to Coast with its regtpntnttHv
—
from
buy a phono ($1 down, etc.) and six discs and wear
PutlUJun
CelUf
krieg that is the new technique of verberations reaching to Washing- wouldbe better to
42O Madison Avi.
Niw York. N.Y.
good
out
some
numbers
on the discs rather than wear out their nerves
"
pukiho
cwmo Kwroa lot Aitiui »a»
the "total war." This book de- ton, D. C. The Mistress of the
scribes, for the first time, the White House revealed that unions Sushing buttons on the radio.
Ah, but not so harsh. BMI has done some of us patriotic, flag-wavTHURSDAY, JANUARY 9, 1941
No. 11 methods and results of this "strat- are charging exhorbitant prices
VOL. VIII.
forcing the
egy of terror."
for admission of new members be- ing citizens a favor by banning "God Bless America"and
This is a new sort of war book, fore these men can obtain jobs on users to adopt another strictly American song the "Star Syangled
designed to throw lig-ht on a new National Defense orders. Subse- Ranner."
Think It Over
sort of war. Today military and quent investigations alleged that
Too, we must not^judge so rapidly. "Competition" is good in any
attack, however devas- unions have been purposely limit- field;
besides there has been only a week's boycott on ASCAP. AnyYes, it's another new year. The darn things just economic
tating, is simply an adjunct to the ing their membership to make thing
everything may happen in the near future if they feel it isn't
and
great psychological offensive. The workers fewer and therefore to inpersist in following one another around and, contrary ultimate
going over so well.
to
aim is
demoralize the crease their wages under the law
Still, at the present time, we favor a phono and those six discs, don't
to our hopes, they never back-step. Any mistake that enemy and destroy his will to win. of supply and demand. Because of you?
Who p>ans this "war of nerves?" this so-called "traitorous" action
we happen to make is just too bad, since there is no What are its strategy and tac- of unions in a time of nationalcritics? What is it doing to the sis when speed is the keynote of
going back to correct ourselves.
troops and the front and to the civ- manufacturing, certain magnaniilians at home? Howe is it shap- mous industrialists andbandwagon
Which brings around the point that we thought ing the outcome ? These questions politicians have again attacked the
are answered with lines like this:
and the principles of unionSo Robert Taylor is a "dead pigood to mention. Since we have made mistakes "Hitler persuaded the German peo- unions
ism.
geon?" Ihave heard that so much
* * *
ple that the career of a highway
that it makes
all of us; we are not infallible let's put it up to our- robbei- doea not necessarily end on It seems as if the kettle is call- in the past months
that Iam one of
me
burn.
Not
gallows."
the pot black. It seems that those hysterical young things who Pity poor Patricia Murphy. Apselves to form a sort of one-man correction bureau. theAs a war correspondent covers a ing
Capital is still raising a howl that swoon ait the sight of him. I
sim- pointed stage manager of "The
front of armies, so this book cov- Labor should be condemned so that
Royal Family," Miss Murphy soon
Knowing our faults and weakness, why not turn our ers
Europe's battlefront of the the finger of condemnation will ply think that part of the great
found that there are over 150
using
audience
isnt'
its
movie
ideologies,
efforts towards a wholehearted attempt to correct mind, where "ideas and.
not point at Capital during an idle
propaganda and emotions clash in moment. This treatise is by no head. They continue to look back props to get in order that the play
on the record of bad publicity and may go on.
these vital items. Be a little less selfish; it won't hurt ordered ranks, disciplined like sol- means a defense of any malprac- bad
pictures that have been handed Included on this list are such
story
—
diers." Here is the entire
by Labor, but rather an at- to Taylor in the past two years, a props
as two dogs, a canary, boxyou to give to others the truth is, it will feel better, from the beginning of acute diplo- tices
tempt at an exposition of the ad- program which succeeded in mak- ing gloves,
swords, bell-boy uniat Munich, through vantages taken by Capital to profit
matic
tension
honest! And if you believe you have nothing to give, the outbreak of military hostilities, well, on a larger scale, by the ing him
the "pretty .iboy" of the form, and many other oddities
—
as
nation the romantic lover who had which will add to Pat's woe when
stop and think. A littlebit of push where it is needed, up to the current situation.light
wholesale ..governmental ...expendi- to stand the jeers of his own sex she tries to gather them together.
on tures for national defense.
The author throws new
* * *
and the mauling of the opposite Introducing Lucy Savage, who
a kind word of action rather than aloofness or dis- some of the mysteries of Munich,
oTie. They have forgotten to look plays the part of Julia Cavendish.
particularly the secret manipulaAt the expense of the United at the here and now. Taylor is now Miss Savage, long recognized
regard, some service where the occasion offers all tion of public opinionthatprepared States,
Capital is making- large indulging
in a fine bit of "jaw- around school for her brilliant wit
it.
shows how and in what contracts for war materials at cost
these, and many such, are gifts and received appre- stateHe
of mind the peoples of Eu- plus*. Profits are great. Factories hardening." He is no longer the and ready humor has steped into
went off to war. He gives an are built at government expense press agent's perfect pushover, fie this important part, probably the
ciatively. You like to receive them; so do others. rope
analysis of the part played by the and given to the manufacturer. knows what he wants and he is most important part in the play,
propaganda and censorship, and the Raw materials are partially sup- getting it. No more cream puff and has been doing a wonderful
Honestly "give" instead of "get."
publicity. No more silly pictures. job in rehearsals.
psychology of
plied by the government. Govern* Europe
* * *today.
Taylor has set his heart on
Bob
The part of Miss Cavendish, is
ment advisers help in management. being, not the idol of American
And Think For Yourselves!
that of one of the foremost stars
SWING SESSION
Huge government orders are given womanhood,
but a really gwod ac- of the legitimate stage. She is
There are some who claim that by contract under the terms of
And, if you ask me, he is slightly erratic and temperamental
tor.
While on the general theme of New Year's, we the main attraction in Erskine the manufacturer.
Who makes the
orchestra is his pianist. profits? Who takes unfair and really succeeding. Have you seen which adds up to an extremely
have another item to mention. (We were going to Hawkin's
Avery Parrish. Erskine himself "traitorous" advantage of the uni- "Waterloo Bridge"? That is the hard part to play. But Miss Savmust
think so at times for when versal plea for unity, democracy, picture which beautiful Vivien age has brought a good many
say "lesson," but that sounds too formal and awk- he made
"After Hours" he let Par- Americanism, defense? Perhaps "Scarlett OTlara"
— Leigh was sup- smiles to the face of Miss Fuller
posed to steal hook, line and sink- with her interpretation of this
side with Labor, perhaps Capital.
ward; and we don't like "lessons" either) The item, rish solo on the whole
* * *
er^from Taylor. Well, all Holly- character.
the rest of the boys only coming
wood turned out to see the preview
then, is this: Let's think for ourselves! Form your own in for the last few measures. The What is needed is a solution of at
to the Drama
the Chinese Theatre. Vivien Another findproduction
that
it
thing
whole
is so well done
the problem. First of all, Labor. Leigh gave
is Miss
superb
performance. Guild's winter
a
opinion on national, local, or school affairs. And hold is not a bit tiresome despite its There
Mary Ellen Gallevin.Miss Gallevin,
must be an efficient and cap- But,
you
what do
think? Robert
length
For tho&e who want lots able Secretary of Labor who can
Francisco, turned
to that opinion. Don't let fancy talk, or the first good- 'n lots of good boogie woogie, an unify
Taylor, the boy who had the a resident of San
Labor in its sructure and "corny" part,
out
for
"The
Royal
Family," a tothe boy who was sup- tal stranger to college dramatic
album has been issued by Decca functions. This can be done over
looking individual change your mind.
posed
stooge
Leigh,
to
be
a
for
containing discs by Bob Crosby's a council table if a forceful secrecircles. She quickly won a part
Jess Stacy on the "88," tary commands it and makes his stunned the audience with a mar- with her reading in tryouts and
Msgr. Fulton J. Sheen has said, and rightly: "Peo- orchestra,Ammons,
velous piece of real, honest-to-good
Pete Johnson,
Albert
since far outdistanced allhopes
(Continued to Page Four)
ness' acting. And he didn't stop has to
ple huddle together in crowds in order not to think. Meade "Lux" Lewis, Honey Hill,
as
her ability.
picture,
there.
In
his
latest
Mary Lou Williams and others.
boogie
"Flight
Command," he shows that
There is much of the fast
Their consciences carry on an unbearable repartee
that is popular among the white it wasn't just an accident when he Cat, he gives another startling perplayers, and more slow, eight-beat changed the mamby-pambe role formance. Yes, Bob Taylor is an
when they are alone." It is this class of people that
stuff such as was made famous by of "Roy Cronin" in "Waterloo actor now a fact of which he is
have allowed the fiery European leaders to hold sway
Jimmy Yancey and taught by htm Bridge" into something important. proud, a fact which certain hardto Ammons, Johnson and Lewis.
As 'Alan Drake,' the PensacolaHell heads should realize by now.
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Robert tayior fools fickle fans?
Show Shots

—

—

—

.
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them. And failure to think for themselves, to
reason out the result naturally following from policies
advocated by their leaders, has led, in turn to the
present armed conflict. So again: Think for yourselves!

Seattle College students are requested to patronize the following
Aegis advertisers whenever pos-

Looking Sideways

Providence Hospital

over

Santa Claus wouldhave been a super-perfect spy during the holidays
but we couldn't contact him at all.

sible:

these new poets make me
feel like something that
Ilackur and Geren Beauty Salon lives under a flat stone
you know them the ones
WHo wRiTe,,
Sutherland's Costume Shop
Turrell's Shoe Shop

L-i-(K)e.

Terry Avenue Gown Shop
Holy Names Academy

John Kalin Funeral Home
Without his help, however, we learned that Tom Brennan and Bill
Berliner's, Inc., Cutlery
Powers are going to pay n' pay for breaking the latest by-law of the
—
Knights
Nan Standish was really Santa Claus to Bill Kelly and
Corona Blend Coffee
just when Bill had quit believing in him too
Vacation also revealed
Imperial Candy Co.
that ex-student Don Styer has changed his affections as well as his
classes to the U. of W.
We wonder if Mary Ellen Gallevin has forForest Hidge Convent
given Joe McMurray for that "one drop lasts three days" episode last
HazelMilbourn School of Business
Sunday?
Bob Hilt is back at S. C. but his theme song seems to be
Who is this out-of-school Romeo that Biggs Co., Stationery Supplies
''Bow Down to Washington"
And it was Phil Austin, not
monopolizes Helen Brown's time?
Langlie's Sport Shop
Bob Mahaney refused, but flatly to
Santa, who gave us that one
South Seattle Foundry Co.
attend Pat's with two rather eager co-eds last Monday. We conclude
he's either sticking to a New Year's Resolution or plugging the K. C.
Okay Floral Shop
lunchroom
If you psych students want to make a Btudy of violen,*
Otia Hotel
reactions you can begin by trying the words Bremerton and Navy on
latch-key.
you
your
ever
Johnny
forget
Mcßride
See
Tobinif
Eilten
Drew-English Shoe Company
He can open any door anywhere if given a hairpin and about two minutes. Does practice really make perfect?
General Electric Products
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if this be poetry
make the most of it

.

..,

,

thi-S
if i say i dont understand
they only say you wouldnt
of course its not new
even if it were poetry
of mouses tale
alice in wonderland
but what i say is
if poetry is to be seen
as well an heard
why not be thorough
and write in mauve ink
on scarlet paper
and so on
maybe that's what chaucer
meant by

colors of rhetoric
or appeal to other senses
smell for instance

making periods perfumed
similes scented and
comparisons odorous

or titillatethe touch

by suiting the texture
to the text
but o for a poem
in strawberry ink
on angel-food paper
then at last even i
might develop
a taste for poetry

THE

IDLER

By Bob Lalanne
Up till five minutes ago we were sure that the Idler was all written
and sacked away for the printer. Even the subject was a good one for
a change: a fiery, fine-worded praise-to-the-high-heavens build up for
Robert Taylor.
Yeah, we were just a little relieved and happy that all the fuss was
over, we vere about to relax back in the chair and enjoy a pipe of tobcco, when ip comes a pretty young writer with a story on the very
same Mr. Tayior that relegated our masterpiece to the gutter. What
to do? If we were not fair to the little lady the good angel of conscience would surely stab us in the back so The Idler will run her tale
on Taylor and grumble in print about his own sad misfortune till the
column is filled. In the final analysis of the whole situation it is you,
the reader, who will bear the suffering, unless of course you prefer
to ignore the column, but what would you read during class while the
lecture is going blissfully on?
We can consider the entire sad case from another angle. Is this guy
Taylor really worth writing about? In his favor there are a few million feminine hearts that skip a beat every time the lad turns on the
charm faucet. Yes, and also in his favor is the fact his face couldn't
have frightened mother before we were born wouldthat suchhad been

—

—

the case.
All in all he must be worth writing about- because both the pretty
girl and the Idler think he is quite the guy. (We did have a column all

written.)
Let's leave this side of our subject and toss the ball around a bit
on what his marriage did to the hero-worshipping females who secretly held a squeeze on pretty Bob. Gad! what a wailing and gnasiiing
of teeth this must have caused. Now all the fairer half of the balcony
two-some could do was mourn the wedding and concentrateon the sucker
who took her to the show.
Blast the great Robert Taylor; even if he is a great actor we should
have written about Pluto, the pup after all, our column was all written once!

—

DeHunks Favored

SkiClub Plan

Chieftain Chatter

TID-BITS

January Trip in Second Half

Continuing successfully into its
second quarter of action, Seattle
Pro News
The start of the new year College's intra-mural basketball
Reminiscence
brought forth the news of a ski league resumes play Wedesday,
Infra-Mural
club meeting under the leadership January 10, in the K. of C. gymChitter Chatter
of the ski club prexy, Joe Eng- nasium. Practically the same
Dear Santa
lish. At the meeting plans were teams which struggled, unheralded
discussed for a coming overnight and unattended, to a hair-raising
Last winter the annual Intrip to Mt. Baker at which time finish during the opening quarter,
of
With another year of sports entered into the annals
the price will be $3 for members will compete again.
ter-Collegiate Ski Meet at Sun
of the organization and $3.25 for The miserable attendance has Valley, Idaho
Seattle College history a few thrills stand out in the memory
was won by the
non-members. The trip was set for failed to dim the enthusiasm of the
University
Washington
of
Ski
of this corner.
January
week-end
of
18
and
the
players. The first half came to a
With the announcement that phy- 19, Saturday and Sunday. A warn- thrilling
team,
also
the
Individual
Tommy
as
the
De
Hunks
close
First, and foremost thrill came the night that
sical educationcredits will be given ning was brought forth with this eked out a
win over the Rats. Joe Trophy, Bradey's trophy, was
Ryan made his one-man stand against the Rangers of St. for participation the intra-mural announcement th*t all the money Janikula, hero of the play-off, potby a team member, 'Tass'
system will start to roll next Mon- that is to be paid should be paid
ted 23 points to swamp the Rats, won
Martins in the opening basketball game of the year.
day.
to Joe English before Wednesday, practically single handed. The De Gjolme. This year the coveted
15. Also, due to the lim- Hunks, first half winner, will be trophy was won by Bob Glate
Rolling into town overwhelming favorites to trounce the ingBasketball, badminton, and bowl- January
will each credit participants ited space of transportation the considerably weakened by the loss
weakest team in College history the over-confident Rangers with one credit while a half credit first ones to pay up will be the of Phil Lucid, who has transferred of Stanford. "Coincidently"
given for horseback riding. first ones to go.
to the college of hard knocks. Phil, this same Bob Blatt and the
were met with a very disagreeable surprise. That surprise will be
Mr. Tom Brennan, head of the It was also brought up at the a steady floor man and an excel- afore-mentioned "Tass" Gjolbeing an aroused Chieftain squad led by little Tom Ryan. bowling' announced that the first meeting that time was growing lent checker, finished second in
me skied together for the
of the winter quarter will short in arranging for the coming the league scoring race. Captain
Who will soon forget seeing the Chieftains limping off the meeting
High School ski team
Garfield
Monday
University
hopes
be held
Larieiviere
to continue the
noon, and advised ski meet with Portland
floor at half time clinging to a one point lead ?
all interested in bowling to attend. and Marylhust College at Mt. victory streak of the team built before Bob left with his parHe also stated that the alleys Hood. A date was agreed
' upon around the combination of Hardi- ents to Live in California.
Coming back for the second half the startled and aroused have been
reconditioned and sand- and a letter sent off to the two man, Janikula, Larieviere, -Vers
Rangers scored quickly; they scored again, again, and again. ed. If there is enough interest schools. While waiting for a reply, schueren, and the possible addition
shown, bowling will be held from 1 there will be plans for other trips of veteran Tom Ryan.
In the same meet Bill RedFive times they scored before the Chiefs could even get near to 5 o'clock daily.
among which an overnight trip to
The Rats, paced by leading scorproved that he was one up
lin
shot
their
bolt.
The
Word
Lodge
Hendry,
is in order.
er
finished a close second.
the ball. It looked like the Chiefs had
Bernard Bader, taking over the Martin's
the
Mcby
Hendrix,
prexy
coming skier. Although
was
received
the
that
The
combination
of
and
too,
reckoned
without
left
whenDean
Moran
left
vacancy
thought
they
so
but
had
Rangers
school, hr.d little definite informa- lodge has been greatly improved. Nammee, Fujiwara, McKay, and he did winover Honi Matt and
Little Tom.
Burke proved as smooth a quintet
tion to give concerning badminton.
other notables at Salt Lake
as the league might boast.
Getting the ball in mid-court Ryan took aim and let fire This sport, popular everywhere
wag potentially a fa- City last year, there was an
The
Otis
but
in
Seattle
failed
College,
for two points. Again he got his hands on the ball in prac- miserably
vorite at the outset of the season, undercurrent of feeing that
last quarter, but Mr.
but, failing to click they finished
tically the same position and let go. Good it was for two Bader announced a revival of inlow in team standing. Speedy Dan he had the arms of Lady Luck
more points. A third time he took aim, and still a fourth. terest this quarter. As yet it has
Reilly accounted for a goodly num- about his shoulders but hehas
not
been determined whether the
Four consecutive times Tom fired at the basket to score college
will be able to get the K. C. With the gTeenest material in ber of his team's scoring, aided by proved he made his own
eight points in less than three minutes.
Husky hoop history "Hec" Ed- team mates McArthur and Robel.
courts on which to play.
breaks.
Sure, the Chiefs lost that game but onlyby one point. And Miss Betty Ann McKanna, equi- mundson's squad enters conference The slow starting Rover Boys,
paced
Larry McDonnell, No. 3
by
they
rated
lowest
have
been
play
tation manager, announced that an
it will long remain in this corner's memory of the one-man even
in league scoring, finally got movgreater interest is being fore- rated in many years.
"Tid" Gjolme, brother of
night.
show that Tom Ryanplayed that
The material may be green but ing and should prove the class of
cast for horseback riding. One of
league. With Berridge, Sneer- "Tass" came forth with an
the
all,
very
are
they
that'sabout
for
a
Next, let's jump to the intra-mural softball season. Top the most successful intral-mural
sports
quarter this sport should smooth, hard working heam. They inger, McDonnell, Merrick and idea that should be used by
Steele, they floor a powerful team.
thrill for the season must go to Napoleon Martineau. The draw alast
crowd every time a session may lose a few games in the first
quite a few skiers in the
scene: the championship game between the Knights and the is held. The spot located for rid- half of the conference race but they TomBrennan's boys and Michael
not
Downhill
racers. He waxed
Dogs
quite
Hunt's
Sea
could
league
it
hot
for
the
Sophomores ;the setting, the seventh inning, the Sophs three ing is again to be the OlympicRid- will make the season proceeds. meet the other fast-moving conleaders
as
his
skiis
with
a fast wax, then
ing
Academy.
runs behind, two men on bases and two outs. A perfectset-up There
tenders but with a few changes placed
two
forwards
in
With
of
the
finest
adhesive tape over the
will be a meeting at 12
easily prove a threat in the
for a hero, or a goat. But this day Napoleon chose to be a o'clock noon on Monday to discuss the league Lindh and Dalthorp, could
put Parraifine over
wax
and
coming
schedule.
carries
a
really
their offense
hero. Setting himself at the plate, he took the first pitch, plans for the coming sessions.
enthusiasm,
thrills,
One
can
find
punch, and Morris and Nelson are
the tape. The tape was fixed
strike one; the second he liked no better, ball one; and then A new manager for the intra- fine shots from away out which and usually a few laughs packed in in such a way that he could
basketball
annouced
was
means their opponents will have a every minute of these games. If
came the third pitch, he liked that one. Swinging with all mural
when John McGarry took over the hard time setting up a good de- you are interested— see you at the rise on his toes and release
squarely.
the
ball
his
broad
shoulders
he
met
power
the
in
duties of running: this league.
the tape by pieces of string.
fense against the fast breaking games !!!
The ball rose high into the air and sailed far over the left Mr. McGarry's first announce- Huskies. Hal Schlicting at center
The
ideabehind itall was that
field fence. You may say that it was others who scored the ment was that the winner of the has proved to be a valuable asset shots but they keep their oppon- it would slow him down on
half
of
first
will
meet
the
winner
being
able to recov- ents off balance. All in all the
winning run in the same inning, but it was "Nap" who kept the second half, the winning team to the team in
er the ball off the backboard. The Huskies have a fine chance to im- the steep slopes and then
hopeless.
seemed
when
the
cause
rally
going
that
to be treated to a dinner.
defense is astounding for it is sel- prove and make a race for the title when he came to the last of
There were other highlights which keynoted the sports |byThe all-star team to be chosen dom that any team has five ball if they get a few breaks in their the coursehecould release the
McGarry and members of hawks but the Huskies have five first games. They have five speed
program tins past year of 1940 but these two will remain long l(the Mr.
Spectator sports staff will also better than average ball hawks. balls and a host of fine reserves tape and would speed up on
forgotten.
have long been
after the others
They don't stop an awful lot of and lots of fighting spirit.
be
t dined.
*

Official Ranking
To Infra-Murals

1

Husky Hoop

Chances Slim

—

" "

1

CHITTER CHATTER
Basketball,badminton,bowling,andhorse back riding are
all due to resume in the near
Washington may
future
lose a few basketball games
during the first round but
watch for them to clean up in
Nobody is
the second half
happier to see Norm Dalthorp
marking all those points than
Bob K'ndh. For Bob is that
Tom
kind of a "Guy."
Ryan is back at the college
this quarter; he will play for
the De Hunks in the intramural league
Don't look
now, but there is a chance of
having a major basketball
Don't
team yet this year
hold your breath until it appears however.
Bob Hiltenbrand has also reappeared
this quarter and should be a
real threat for a place on the
The Seaman's ski team
dogs will be looking for a new
captain. M'chael Hunt got
"itchy" feet and is now in
Hawaii
Joe Merrick has
been sold to Minneapolis in
the American
" " Association.
" "
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AND ANOTHER BIG ADVANTAGE FOR YOU IN

CAMELS

...

...
.. .

...

.

..

DEAR SANTA
In my Christmas list to
Santa Claus this observer
asked for a fewnew deals during the year nineteen hundred
and forty-one.
Some of these deals were as
follows: Dear Santa, please
bring to Seattle College a
good basketball team so that
the students will no longer
have to hide their heads in
shame when asked what
sports we have.
Also, dear Santa; please
help the Seattle Rainiers get
a good left-handed pitcher so
they will have a good chance
to win the "bunting" for the
third year in a row.

TT THEN all is said and done, the thing in smoking is the
VV smoke/Your taste tells you that the s/noke of slower-burningCamels£nvesyouextramildness,extracoolness,extraflavor.
Now Science tells you another important— and welcome—
fact about Camel's slower burning.
Lessnicotine— /'«//^iwo^/28%lessnicotinethantheaverage
of the other brands tested— /'« the smoke! Less than any of them
— /« /Ac smoke!And it's the 5/«o&? that reaches you.
Mark up another advantage for slow burning and for you!
Try Camels...the slower-burning cigarette... the cigarette
with more mildness, more coolness, more flavor, and less
nit oiiiie in the smoke! And more smoking, too— as explained
below package, right.
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"SMOKING OUT" THE FACTS ahout nicotine.
chemists analyze the smoke of 5 of the largest-selling
bramlt find that the smoke of slower-burning Cameb
contains less nicotine than any of the other brands tested.
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burning 25% slower
than the avcra>!e of thc 4 <>thcr

largest-selling brands testedslower than any of them- Camels
also give youa smoking />/»* equal,

'

on c lc avera8ei to
5

EXTRA SMOKES PER PACK!
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BOMBING TO UPSET Society Invites
CHEM. LAB.; CALORIES S. C. Neophytes
WILL BE VICTIMS

Library Acquires

New Material

Good Resolutions Are Wonderul;
Why Not Give Them A Chance?

CANDID

OMMENT

—

New Year's resolutions are sup- plies determination to do some(Continued)
The Catholic Poetry Society of Filling the highest expectations posed to have the permanency of a thing good not only to abstain
America was founded in April, of everyone, the Seattle College Li- creampuff, the consistency of cigar from somethig
evil.
pmoke rinjr, and* the sincerity of a
all the minor details and legal red
There's the trickest little gadget 1931, by the editors of the Catho- brary has grown with great rapidtypewritte
page of resolutions
A
smile.
imvnbroker's
World,
ity
beyond
lic
!
America,
exceptionally
high
Comntowealth.
an
may be good typewriting practice tape, there WILL be a dance!
down "below" in the S. C. laboraYet it would be a poor New but it is a poor character builder. Sid Woody will keep order to
goal.
They
This
intellectual
recognized
poethe
fact
that
and
informtory now. Father Beezer calls it a
Year's on which one did not pause,
peroxidebomb calorimeter," butits try through inspiration and its ativebook service has the additions look back over the year just gone, Make a few resolutions^ one, two the sweet, smooth beat that we all
or three— and KEEP THEM!
know. So, before you "ste-e-e-e-p
really nothing more than a glass power of suggestion can be of great of many volumes and periodicals and make a resolution or two for
If you shoot at random at a flock dow-nnnn," step out!
year
worldwouldeducating
outstanding
the hearts of and has become
for the
ahead. The
jar wired for electricity. Father value in
of birds you may not hit any. If
reference material. Father Whar- n't get along as well as. it does if you take careful aim you're bound
also stated that its purpose is to the people.
Bill Pett, AegU Ed, announced
few
didn't
make
respeople
some
a
Encourages
Neophytes
delight
expresses
ton
his
great
the
heat
of
combustion
to
hit
some.
that
the Aegis "dummy" wouldbe
determine
olution or two that they mean to
The organizers of the Catholic over many newly acquired books use in making themselves a little And if you break a resolution, brought over on Thursday afterof food stuffs and fuel. From my
brother's old Physics book and Poetry Society desired to gather and magazines.
better and the world around them don't take that as a good excuse noon. The Aegis staff, (always
from one of those reducing pamph- together poetry by Catholic authors Considered as the most import- a little happier. So you see it to return to the same old rut. That so enthusiastic) declared that they
lets about calories, Igathered and written in the Catholic spirit, ant book of the season is The might be a good idea to make some doesn't mean that you're licked, would certainly enjoy meeting the
enough data to explain what the
good resolutions, in good faith, and though it's the easiest thing to be- fellow.
hoping that in doingso they would Cambridge Medieval History. The
Mister William Pettinger's docabove statement means.
have a pretty good idea of keep- lieve that you are.
tor doesn't hold much hope for
Food stuffs or fuel are burned. commence to build up an Ameri- eight volumes of this history are ing them.
You don't have to be a saint
The calorimeter measures the ex- can Catholic tradition, whichwould magnificent. It is a masterpiece They tell us that it's all the way the wings won't sprout after the Mr. Pettinger, but, laughing couract amount of heat, or the num- encourage young and promising in the greatest sense and is on you word a resolution that counts. first few months of faithfully ad- ageously at science, the staff preber of calories, liberated during writers to sincerely devote their demand by those seeking historical For example if you say "I will not hering to your resolutions, but dicted that he would be with us
the combustion. Now concerned
talk uncharitably," is fine, but to you'll be helping others tremend- indefinitely. This shouldmake him
talent to an accurate interpreta- data.
realize it or not, oh, so happy. Or should it?
say "I will balk kindly" is some ously whether you
with just how many of these calQueen Elizabeth by Theodore 60 per cent better. Negative reso- and, best of all— you'll be helping The Aegis, however, (in spite of
ories are required to raise the tion of truly Christian ideals.
The society is not exclusively for Maynard; Sidelights on Catholic lutions are much weaker that posi- yourself. How about a little in- the editors and staff) is coming
temperature of one gram of water
one degree centigrade or to sup- writers, but membership is open to j jRevivals by Sheed, and How Green tive resolutionsfor the obvious rea- vestment You can keep the divi- along in fine style, so do not fear.
ply the human body with enough anyone interested in promising the Was My Valley by Joseph M. Llew- son that a positive resolution im- dends, you know.
# Holiday happenings:
heat to raise the temperature of appreciation
ellyn1 constitute the conspicious
poetry,
regardless
of
Frances McGuire celebratingher
degrees
1,000 grams of water 100
of nationality or religious affilia- books received. Maynard's Queen
20th birthday
Marialice Geyer
centigrade. I
guess.
book
suddenly
transferringElizabeth
is
the
Catholic
of
to the "U"
organization
publishes
tions.
The
However, the practical aspect of|
Biff Fallon working at the
this new laboratory instrument a bi-monthly magazine called the month and How Green Was
Bon.
Tom Anderson, Bill Bershould be considered. The calori- "Spirit," containing poems submit- My Valley is a fctiion best seller.
ridge, Johnny Tobin, Anne McKinby
ted
members.
It
also
conducts
a
meter could be attached to a small
Besides the many new books
At long last, the past of Gregor non, Peg Berridge, Ida Ganzini,
Following is a release from
battery, similar to a portable ra- bureau of criticism and issues a bi- there are numerous magazines enHighway
State
Washington
MacGregor,
the
editor of the Spectator Larry MacDonell, a few of the 16
monthly
bulletin; both features of engaged. The latest subscribed to
dio arrangement, and strapped to
sent out has been bared. For the past few people who drove some 100 miles
Patrol
which
has
been
membership.
ankle.
Then
it
collegiate
some
are "Foreign Affairs," "The Sign,"
Olympia, Washington.
in the snow looking for a place
could record the tremendous The Seattle Unit of the C. P. "The Jouranl of Accountancy" and from
months the only recognition Mr.
No
Out of seventeen auto fatalities MacGregor has received has been to "picnic" last Sunday.
organized
November,
in
amount of energy burned daily in S. A. was
World."
the "Catholic Women's
comment.
in Washington during the first fiftearing up the steps and walking 1939, under the guidance of Marie
Al the magazines subscribed to
days of October, ten were pe- to have his name placed on the
from the K. C, and accurately Auten Major, at Holy Names Acad- are informational and picture the teen
This Last Week:
destrians.
Because of this, and the staff head. Needless to say this
granted
emy,
The
charter
was
on
determine the number of calories
situations of the day in the various fact that one third of the state's is far too little recognition for Almost all the people all "all in"
October 25, 1940. Officers includ- fields. New trends in the Economso liberated.
Bill Herman all ready predicttraffic fatalities prior to October the hard work and good job he
ed: Mrs. Carroll Brady, president;
It could be utilized to show the Mrs. Robert Moen, vice-president; ics order, philosophically religious Ist were pedestrians, the Washing- has done as editor of the "Spec." ing his grade in Spanish.
A litterrific amount of heat released Marie Auten Major, secretary; and social fields are shown. These ton State Patrol is making an add- Gregor MacGregor is, believe it tle "Rogue's gallery sketching gomagazines will benefit all.
by the burning ears of those about Raymond
not, a Scotchman. His favorite ing on last Wednesday night.
ed effort to prevent this type of or
J. O'Connell, treasurer;
expression is "Hoot Mon," which New Spec staff organization (any
■whom cats have catted.
accident.
The Board of Advisors includes:
is quite typical for one of his comment?)
Mike Scheubert,
Or it could be applied to the Mr. George Parker, Virginia KeatStrict enforcement of all traffic Clan.
head,
"Turnabout"
all ready worktask of measuring the astonishing ing Arton, and Blanche Howe Sislaws affecting pedestrians is the As for his idiocyncracies he fa- ing
on the first big dance of the
number of calories furnished by ley. Rev. H. A. Reinhold is chapwalk
necessity
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People conthe burning of midnight oil the lain.
along rural highways should be and green, and abhors whip cream. gratulating
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night before the finals.
by
following
governed
the
rules :
the lower slopes. This was
Hi-Monthly Meetings
moment recently Ed- kept their new year's resolutions
In
a
weak
a
Anyway, this calorimeter is
1. Look both ways before cross- itor MacGregor confessed a secret
intact.
so far, so good, hrn?
Meetings are held on the second very ingenious except he fell ing the highway.
pretty tricky gadget. It's utterly
aspiration for a stage career. So
S. C. trio planning harat
the
Sunday
upper
slopes
of
month
St.
Terand
when
practical
each
on
the
got
and
it
has
scientific
2. Be sure there is time to cross far his only appearance on the le- mony in costume as well as haresa's Hall, Terry Aye., at 2:30 he did, one ski was uncovered
possibilities.
without having to run.
gitimate stage has been confined mony in tone.
wa!t till you see
o'clock. Programs feature educa3. When walking along rural to being a minstrel man in a them
Incidentally they sing
tional addresses by authorities on and he was skiing with one highways,
stay on the shoulder and "Darky" show.
tonight at the Loyolan club meetliterary subiects. They are open ski faster than the other. Too
face traffic.
On the more serious side "Mac" ing (adv.)
almost every co-ed
to the public. There will be a bad, "Tid"!
4.At night carry a light or wear is quite obstinate, is not easily | with new Christmas mittens
meeting on January 13, and all
Rome light-colored clothing.
convinced of points which he does People humming "I Hear a Rhapstudents of Seattle College and
5. Don't walk on the highway not agree.
sody"
It's plain to see that
sincerely
friends
are
invited
[their
Page
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(Continued from
after drinking.
From a woman's angle he is ASCAP hasn't that one
See
iand urged to attend.
Pedestrians should always re- acknowledged r.s being very tact- you tomorrow.
They need not contribute any
Caporders obligatory. Secondly,
The Seattle College Alumni As- member that a car traveling fifty ful, extrftnely pleasant, and exoriginal compositions, but by their
ital. Business houses have efficien- attendance and moral support they sociation, under the presidency of miles per hour will travel fifteen ceptionally courteous. He carries K. C. lunchroom pleases palate
cy experts to keep production costs can help the growth of this in- Mr. Tom Duffy, are contacting all yards while the pedestrian is tak- himself with a quiet, dignified air and pocket.
low. The National Defense Com- spiring movement. Anyone who former graduates for assistance in ing one step. At the same speed which has often been mistaken for
mission should have an efficiency wouldlike a copy of "Spirit" or the the drive to get funds for the new a good driver cannot stop in less aloofness but which really isn't.
Whatver happens tell the Pubexpert to see that huge sums of Bulletin, or desire any further in- college. The cooperation, so far, than 183 feet. These facts are
On the sporting side he favors licity Board.
right
the
two
convincing
proof
pedestriskiing.
that the
badminton and
Of the
money are diverted into
|
formation regarding the society, has been excellent.
channels for defense. These may its history, membership, or meet- The first meeting of the Alumni an is ever at great disadvantage he is by far the most proficient at
Advertisers help your Paper;
seem to be drasticmeasures.Cries ings, consult Bernice Foy, a stu- Association will be held in connec- [and must govern his actions ac- badminton. In p. minor linehe likes
help them.
cordingly.
tennis and swimming.
of "governmental intervention in dent of Seattle College.
tion with "Homecoming."
Fascism" would run rampant at
the dinner discussionsof the industrial four hundred. But these are
times of crisis, and the government has already seized upon this
excuse for assuming dictatorial
powers. If managed properly, democracy would benefit, not suffer,
if a few measures were taken to
stem unpatriotic actions by groups
of citizens at such a time as we
witness today when our lives and
land depend upon the trends of
immediatedevelopment.
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Style Crest Beauty Salon
COMPLETE BEAUTY
SERVICE
Open Evenings
MA. 1009
1009 Boren Aye.

"Popcorn"
JOHN SUGAS
Minute Lunch & Curb
Service
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